INTRODUCTION

Pneumatic drives are used not only in industry [1, 2], but also in medicine, e.g. in rehabilitation devices [3, 5]. Pneumatic cylinders are used in rehabilitation devices for both the lower and upper extremities [6, 7]. Pneumatic actuators are also used for exoskeleton gloves [8]. Pneumatic muscles [9–11] are also used in rehabilitation devices. Pneumatic drives are used in rehabilitation robots [12] due to force control through proper pressure regulation in the actuator cylinder chambers, and also because of the safety of the drives [13].

During the movement of the piston rods of pneumatic actuators working simultaneously, variable dynamics of movement of the piston rods of the drives is obtained [14]. The uneven movement of the actuator piston rods is affected by an uneven pressure drop in the emptying chamber of the actuator, and also by friction of the piston against the cylinder wall or the actuator piston rod in the cylinder. In addition, external loads or compressibility of the working medium also have an impact [15–17]. This problem can be solved by using, for example, throttle valves [18, 19], placing them after suitable regulation upon the pneumatic conduit leading to the actuator chamber. There are also proportional valves controlled by electronic systems with the use of the actuator piston rod position measurement system. There are also patents or utility patterns which represent valves for controlling pneumatic actuators [20] or utility models [21]. Scientific work has been a...
done on the possibility of using the electro-pneumatic proportional valve [22] in industry. Other authors have controlled the operation of the actuator using (on/off valves) three-mode discrete-valued model predictive control [23].

The presented solutions ensure simultaneous extension of the piston rods of two pneumatic cylinders, but they have a complex structure [18, 19] and are expensive and complicated to implement, resulting in their limited use, especially in rehabilitation devices.

The Covid-19 pandemic has led to significant changes in the availability of health care, mainly in rehabilitation centers [24], including physiotherapeutic procedures, where the contact between the exercising person and the rehabilitator is close [25, 26].

Currently, passive exercises [27, 28] are used in patients suffering from Covid-19 in intensive care.

Passive exercise of the human lower extremities is important for proper functioning of the body. It prevents the appearance of, for example, pressure ulcers, critically ill myopathy, plantar flexor contractures or heterotopic ossification [29], or muscle atrophy [30]. The authors of the study proved [31] that during exercise, not only active but also passive, blood flow to the brain increases.

Currently, during Covid-19 disease, patients in a critically ill hospital bed use a bicycle ergometer [32] that implements passive movement of the lower extremities. The authors of [33] found that exercise on a bicycle ergometer significantly improved the strength of the quadriceps muscle.

Patients with Covid-19 spend a long time in intensive care [34] and need rehabilitation devices for passive exercises of the lower limbs. Additionally, such devices can support or replace physiotherapists, especially when the Covid-19 wards are staffed in limited numbers.

Furthermore, complete isolation during the Covid-19 pandemic prevented people in need of exercise from receiving adequate rehabilitation. Therefore, such rehabilitation devices on which patients could exercise themselves. The rehabilitator could supervise the progress of the exercising patient [35–37] during a telephone consultation or a tele-rehabilitation service.

In the device shown in Figure 3, it is possible to use a system of two pneumatic drives, with an innovative control (Fig. 1), which will lead the movement of the patients’ lower limbs.

AN INNOVATIVE SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING THE EXTENSION SPEED OF TWO PNEUMATIC CYLINDERS

The solution presented in this article can be used when it is required to obtain simultaneous movement of the piston rods of two pneumatic cylinders in less demanding applications, such as, for example, rehabilitation devices. The measure of the control signal are the weight values of individual bits on its output port determined at a given moment by the microcontroller and sent directly (electrically) to the valves. The electro-pneumatic system controlling each of the actuators is characterized by a low degree of complexity – it uses two-stage solenoid valves and properly calibrated throttle-check valves (differing in throttling of the assumed setting increment for each successive valve). The advantage of the proposed control system is its reaction speed (the quick change of the valve opening combination), which is a response to changes in operating conditions of a given actuator – such as external disturbances – own resistance of the controlled device, frictional resistance or movement caused by the patient exercising on the rehabilitation device moved by these actuators.

Construction of the control system

Figure 1 below illustrates a patented control system [38] of two pneumatic cylinders with the specification of its elements.

The control system of speed and concurrent movement (Fig. 1) of the extension of the piston rods consists of two actuators (1, 2) and a set of two-state valves (electro-pneumatic valves) (4, 5) and appropriately scaled throttle check valves (6, 7). In the control system, four electro-pneumatic valves (4, 5) are used to control one of the two actuators. The throttle-check valves (6, 7) are scaled ascendingly in relation to the bit weights - the throttling varies with the step. The solenoid valve units (4, 5) are electrically (binarily) controlled (Fig. 2) by the microcontroller (14) through the power modules (15, 16). The pneumatic system also includes an additional throttle-check valve (8, 9) per actuator (1, 2).

The control system of two pneumatic cylinders (1, 2) includes a 5/3 pneumatic solenoid valve (3), which is connected to the left chamber of the pneumatic cylinder (1, 2) for the return movement (retraction). The solenoid valve (3) is, at its other
end, connected to the electropneumatic assemblies (4, 5), by means of the throttle check valves (6, 7). These units are electrically controlled by power modules (15, 16). Near the piston rods of the pneumatic cylinders, there are potentiometric position transducers (10, 11), which are mechanically coupled to the piston rods of the cylinders (1, 2).

Voltage signals (Fig. 2) from potentiometric position transducers (10, 11) are transmitted to the inputs of the A/C converter of the microcontroller (14), which acts as the controller of the entire system. The signal paths of potentiometric sensors are equipped with properly selected filters eliminating interference. The 5/3 pneumatic solenoid valve (3) is controlled from the microcontroller (14) through the power modules (15, 16). This valve determines the direction of movement of the actuator piston rods.

Two separate throttle-check valves (Fig. 1) (8, 9) allow the cylinder piston rods (1, 2) to return to their starting position after the extension is completed. The two-stage electropneumatic valve units (4, 5) are controlled binarily in such a way that when adjusting the stroke of cylinder pistons (1, 2), the microcontroller treats successive solenoid valves (4, 5) as weights of individual bits in a binary system, and switches them on in the appropriate combination on or off.

A program in C language has been written for the microcontroller, which has functions that carry out specific readings: from potentiometric sensors, from pressure sensors and from the location of the zone in which a given actuator is located. The algorithm checks in which previously assumed zone (the difference in extension of cylinder piston rods) the actuators (1, 2) are located. Depending on this difference, it appropriately controls the sets of electrovalves (4, 5) by providing them directly with a binary combination, it turns them on or off in the right order.

For proper operation of the system, the appropriate pressure of the air that supplies the actuators (1, 2) is also required, which should be within the limits selected previously for the specific mechanism controlled by the actuators. To monitor the supply air pressure value (Fig. 2), a pressure sensor (18) was used in the system with a voltage (analog) output. The analog signal from the sensor

---

**Fig. 1.** Scheme of the control system; where: 1 – the first pneumatic drive; 2 – the second pneumatic drive; 3 – 5/2 pneumatic solenoid valve (five-way, two-position); 4, 5 – electro-pneumatic (two-stage) valves; 6, 7 – graduated throttle-check valve assemblies; 8, 9 – single throttle check valves; 10, 11 – potentiometric position transducers, 12 – air preparation unit, 13 – supply pressure.
is fed into the input of the A/C converter of the microcontroller (14). The system also houses an LCD display (20) and a power block (19).

The current speed of extension of the piston rods of actuators (1, 2) is calculated during the adjustment by the microcontroller (14 in Fig. 2) on the basis of successive measurements of the displacement in successive units of time.

The system shown in the diagrams allows to adjust the speed of the actuators (1, 2) in one direction (stroke) only. If it is necessary to control the actuators in both directions, a second such system of connections of solenoids and throttle-check valves is needed, as well as adapting the algorithm to the new connection system.

**A PROTOTYPE OF A REHABILITATION DEVICE FOR PASSIVE EXERCISES OF THE LOWER LIMBS**

The rehabilitation device for which the patent was granted [39] with the use of an innovative control is shown in Figure 3. The device allows you to perform passive exercises of the lower extremities. While exercising on the presented device, the patient does not have to engage their muscles and thus does not require the patient’s limb force input. After consulting experts in the field of physiotherapy, the device with the proposed control is suitable for rehabilitation, e.g. after flaccid and spastic paralysis, paralysis of a significant degree, or it allows to regain optimal physical performance faster after arthroscopic surgery. The rehabilitation device uses the movement of actuators to simulate the natural movement of the limbs. Additionally, it reactivates physical performance of the patient’s lower limbs.

Figure 3 shows the prototype of the device with load blocks. The load F1, F2 with the assumed weight was set on the block.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental tests were performed on the presented measuring stand (Fig. 1). The test stand made it possible to test the uniformity of the piston rod displacements of two pneumatic drives. At the same time, the displacements of the drives were measured using an innovative electronic system at different values of the load on the piston rods of the actuators. This article presents three experimental studies.

In each test, the measurements were made with the system supply pressure $5 \cdot 10^5$ Pa. The tested objects were pneumatic drives with a piston diameter of 0.04 m. During the test, the drive piston rods traveled a distance equal to the maximum extension of 0.4 m. Measurements were carried out for assumed loads.

The loads values during the extension of the piston rods of the tested object were for the first experimental test, the first piston rod $F_1 = 20$ N for the second piston rod $F_2 = 60$ N. For the second experimental test, the load on the first piston rod was $F_1 = 20$ N, for the second piston rod it was $F_2 = 80$ N. For the third experimental test, the load on the drive first piston rod of the tested was $F_1 = 20$ N, and for the second piston rod $F_2 = 100$ N.

Measurement of displacement of the piston rods of the actuators (Fig. 1) was performed using a potentiometric position transducer (10, 11). The measurements of the experimental study were collected and archived via USB 231. The measurement system was designed in the DasyLab environment and is shown in Figure 4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I experimental study

In the first experimental test, the displacement of the drive piston rods was measured when:
- The first actuator tested was loaded with a force of $F_1 = 20$ N.
- The second tested actuator was loaded with a force of $F_2 = 60$ N.

The value of the difference in the loaded forces in the piston rods of the tested objects has a value $\Delta F = 40$ N. Figure 5a shows the displacements of the stroke of the actuator piston rods as a function of time $X(t)$. Figure 5b shows the course of the stroke velocity of the piston rods of the drives as a function of time $V(t)$.

Analyzing graph 5a, it was observed that the stroke time of the actuator piston rods for both the first and the second piston rods was 22 s.

$$D = \left(\frac{|D_{1sr} - D_{2sr}|}{D_{1sr}}\right) \cdot 100\% \quad (1)$$

where:
- $D$ – relative displacement;
- $D_{1sr}$ – mean displacement of the piston rod of the first drive [m];
- $D_{2sr}$ – mean displacement of the piston rod of the second drive [m].

The relative movement of the drive positions of the piston rods (according to equation (3.1)) has the value of 3.284%. On the basis of the results of the piston rod displacement, the average speed of the tested drives was calculated. For the first test drive, the value of the average speed of
the piston rod with a load of 20 N was 0.018 m/s. Subsequently, the average speed of the second piston rod with a load of 60 N was 0.019 m/s. The difference in the average speed of the drives piston rods of the tested is 0.001 m/s and is related to the difference of the piston rod F = 40 N.

The recorded characteristics of Figure 5b V(t) show that the velocity of each piston rod is realized in two sequences (stages). In the first stage, the drive piston rod speed increases to 12 seconds and then it is reduced to 10 seconds.

II experimental study

In the second experimental study, displacement of piston rods of the pneumatic drives was tested (Fig. 1) in situations where:

- The first pneumatic drive was loaded with a force of 20 N.
- The second tested pneumatic drive was loaded with a force of 80 N.

The value of the difference in the loaded forces of two piston rods of the tested drives is ∆F = 60 N.

Figure 6a) shows the displacement of the drive piston rods as a function of time X(t). Figure 6b) shows the course of the stroke velocity of the drive piston rods as a function of time V(t).

The displacement time (Fig. 6a) of the two piston rods of the tested objects has a value of 29 s. According to the equation presented in (3.1) above, the relative movement has the value of 2.8%. The average speed for the first piston rod of the pneumatic drive loaded with a force of 20 N is 0.011 m/s. For the second piston rod loaded with a force of 80 N, the speed reaches 0.012 m/s.
It can be inferred from Figure 6b the movement of the piston rod can be divided into two stages depending on the speed. In the first stage, the speed increases to 16 s, whereas in the second stage the speed decreases for 13 s.

Comparing the measurements read from Figures 5b and 6b, it was noticed that the time of the first stage increased by 4 s, while the second stage increased its time by 3 s. Comparing the relative movement of the piston rods of the drives of the first and second experiment, a reduction of 0.484% was observed. A comparison of diagrams 5a and 6a indicates an increase in the piston rod extension time from 22 to 29 s.

When analyzing the average speed of the piston rods (Figs. 5b and 6b), it was observed that for the piston rod load of 20 N the speed was 0.018 m/s, and for the second piston rod with a load of 60 N it was 0.019 m/s. When the same load to the first piston rod, the average speed is reduced to 0.011 m/s. However, by increasing the load for the second piston rod to 80 N, the speed decreased to 0.012 m/s. For the first and for the second piston rod, the difference in mean velocity between the two experiments decreased by 0.007 m/s.

The reduction in speed was caused by the change in piston rod loads from 40 N to 60 N. Increasing the load by 20 N resulted in both a longer extension time and the reduction of the extension speed of the two piston rods.

**III experimental study**

In the third experimental test, the displacement of the drive piston rods was measured (Fig. 1) in the following situations, when:

- The first test drive was loaded with a force of 20 N.
- The second tested drive was loaded with a force of 100 N.

The value of the difference in the loaded forces in the two piston rods of the tested drives is ∆F = 80 N. The displacement of the stroke of the drive piston rods as a function of time X(t) is shown in Figure 5a, whereas the course of the stroke velocity of the piston rods of drives as a function of time V(t) is illustrated in Figure 5b.

According to Figure 7a, the displacement time of two drive piston rods is 37 s. The relative movement of the drive piston rod positions (according to Equation (3.1)) is 0.12%. Based on the obtained results, the average speed of the drives was calculated. The mean velocity was 0.012 m/s both for the first piston rod loaded with a force of 20 N and for the second tested object loaded with a force of 100 N. According to Figure 7b, the speed of the piston rods can be divided into two stages. In the first stage, the speed increased to 16 s and then, in the second stage, it decreased to 20 s.

Comparing the results read from Figures 6b and 7b, it was noticed that in both cases the time of the first stage had the same value up to 16 s. However, the second stage increased by 7 s.

When analyzing the measurements in Figures 6a and 7a, attention was paid to the extension of the piston rod extension time by 8 s.

Comparing the relative motion of the piston rods of the actuators of the second and third experiments, it was noticed that it decreased by 1.68%.
When the average speed of the second experiment and the third experiment was analyzed, a decrease in the speed of the piston rods of the drives was noticed. For the second experiment, the average speed of the first piston rod (Fig. 4b) loaded with a force of 20 N was 0.011 m/s. For the second actuator loaded with the value of 80 N, the average speed was 0.012 m/s. For the third experiment, the value for both the first and the second piston rod was also 0.012 m/s with a load force of 100 N.

CONCLUSIONS

The characteristics of the cylinder piston rods’ stroke-out (Figs. 5a–7a) suggest that the extension time of the piston rods increases with increasing load. An important issue is the smooth movements of the piston rods under various loads. This is the result of properly adopted regulations divided into zones. Depending on the difference between the displacements of the actuators’ piston rods, individual zones are activated, causing a rapid change in the combination of valve opening.

Small discrepancies in the movement of the two pneumatic drives, ranging from 0.12% to 3.284%, are due to set loads or overcoming the resistance of friction forces on the seals.

Analyzing the average speeds of the conducted experiments, it can be seen that the speed for two piston rods stabilized in the third test and was 0.012 m/s for two piston rods. In other cases, the average speeds differed slightly from each other. In the first and second tests, the difference in average speed was 0.001 m/s. This is the correct result in terms of the recommended passive limb movement, as these movements are to be slow and performed simultaneously.

When analyzing the graphs in Figures 5b–7b, attention should be paid to two stages of the speed of the drive piston rods. In the first test, the speed increased within 12 seconds; in the second and third tests, this value increased within 16 seconds. From the point of view of physiotherapy, this is beneficial for the patient’s limbs, as rapid increases in speed are not recommended. Consequently, passive exercises of the patient’s lower extremities are performed properly.

The results of the measurements confirmed the possibility of using the control presented in the article for the rehabilitation device for passive exercises of the lower limbs.
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